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One year after the Mumbai attacks, journalists, diplomats and security experts have set

in place a narrative of Indian incompetence and apathy. We are told that attempts to

hold Pakistan responsible for the murderous events, or bring those of its citizens

implicated in them to justice, have all been infinitely delayed if not entirely stymied not

least because of Pakistan's importance in the Afghan war. As if this were not bad

enough, these pundits complain that not enough has been done to improve security in

cities such as Mumbai, and even worse, that the Indian public has itself become

apathetic about the issue.

However true or false this narrative, more interesting is the question of why the attacks

seem to have had no political consequences in India, despite the efforts made by certain

opposition parties to drum up American-style hysteria about the government's failure in

guaranteeing the nation's security. Both in the provincial elections that were occurring

while two of Mumbai's greatest hotels were under siege, and in the federal elections held

shortly afterwards, terrorism proved to be of little concern for voters, including the

middle and upper classes whose favourite haunts had been targeted in Mumbai, and

who are otherwise so vocal about security matters.

Instead of attributing this lack of interest to an epidemic of apathy that has infected

India's government and people alike, we should recognise the truth of an argument

made by Ashis Nandy, one of the country's most eminent intellectuals, a number of

years ago, to the effect that terrorism has rarely been a political issue for Indians.

While they have suffered from its effects so often the citizens of this great democracy

appear to have realised that terrorist strikes such as those in Mumbai last year were not

political acts of any serious kind, but a set of provocations and murderous gambles

whose aims remain unclear even in the account of the surviving gunman now in

custody. For even as Ajmal Kasab offered his captors a stereotyped tale of the

Pakistan-based Lashkar-e Taiba's arrangements to strike at its old enemy for the

umpteenth time, he also revealed that he had joined the outfit a short time before only
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so that he might have access to arms in order to embark upon a career of robbery in his

own country.

Whether it was intended as a provocation to India, a message to the US, or simply a

self-serving global spectacle, the attack on Mumbai accomplished many things, none of

them, however, being political in the sense of supporting a particular interest or pushing

an agenda in any meaningful way. And it is because no such aim is clearly identifiable

that the event remains the subject of speculation and rumour.

In refusing to politicise the attacks, then, Indians have displayed a maturity that

contrasts with America's response not only to the devastating strike that was 9/11, but to

far lesser threats as well. For 9/11, too, was not a political act in any international sense,

given the insignificant abilities and resources of its perpetrators, but instead was

politicised only by the US reaction that followed it. Is this contrast due to the fact that as

an emerging power, India uses such attacks to bolster its military role in the region,

while as a gradually declining one the US scrambles to take advantage of such incidents

so as to renew its global dominance, if only by engaging in high-risk gambles?

Whatever the case, both India's enmity with Pakistan in the international arena, and the

mutual enmity of Hindus and Muslims in the domestic one, are based on a politics of

intimacy in which each is seen as being all too familiar with the other. Because of its

very closeness, such a relationship can result in the kind of violence born from the

feeling of a fraternity betrayed, as much as it can lead to the amity of a brotherhood

restored. And if Indian society tolerates the violence of those seen as enemies, it does so

in the same proportion as it tolerates violence against them, recognising in this way that

justice might exist on both sides. This tolerance suggests that violence is not always

viewed as political, and can even be ignored when no clear interest or agenda is

involved. The aftermath of the Mumbai attacks, I believe, tell us that it is possible to set

limits to what counts as politics, and in doing so to deal with terrorism in a less

paranoid and more productive way than is seen in the west today.
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